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ABSTRACT26

We study the validity of the Taylor “frozen-in” hypothesis in the inner heliosphere during the orbit27

of Parker Solar Probe. We examine the ratio of the Alfvén velocity to the apparent solar wind velocity,28

and the magnitude of the turbulent fluctuations of the velocity of the solar wind, as observed by the29

spacecraft in its own reference frame. The necessary conditions appear to be satisfied for most of30

the orbit, with both these ratios being far below unity. However, at heliocentric distances smaller31

than ∼ 50 solar radii, these ratios are observed to rise above 0.1, and can consistently exceed 0.3,32

leading to the conclusion that the Taylor hypothesis may begin to break down in these inner regions.33

At larger distances, both ratios remain generally low. However, we observe some periods where the34

plasma conditions change significantly, either due to a lower plasma density or much stronger turbulent35

fluctuations, leading to much higher values, suggesting that the Taylor hypothesis may break down in36

such transient regions. An alternative formulation of the frozen-in hypothesis, which could be valid for37

outward-propagating dominant fluctuations, is also examined. Its conditions, namely that the Elsässer38

variable corresponding to inward propagating fluctuations is much smaller than both the perpendicular39

spacecraft velocity, and the outward propagating fluctuation, were found to be satisfied near perihelion40

for encounters 1 and 2 and for parts of the encounters 4 and 5. We conclude that although the basic41

conditions for the validity of the Taylor hypothesis may cease to be satisfied in the inner heliosphere42

at distances below ∼ 50 solar radii, alternative frozen-in hypotheses may be successfully employed.43
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1. INTRODUCTION45

In situ measurements have been instrumental in un-46

derstanding the dynamics and evolution of the solar47

wind. Most spacecraft observations are single-point48

measurements of a time-series obtained at the location49

of the spacecraft.50

These measurements capture both the temporal evolu-51

tion of the plasma and the spatial variation as the space-52

craft moves with respect to the surrounding medium.53

Often, we can assume the velocity at which the probe54

travels through the plasma is much faster than the char-55

acteristic velocities at which the plasma evolves. There-56

fore, the medium does not change significantly during57

the measurement and can be assumed to be “frozen in”58

as the probe sweeps through it. If that approximately59

holds, we can convert the temporal increments of the60

measured signal into spatial increments. This is the61

standard Taylor hypothesis (Taylor 1938; Jokipii 1973).62

The necessary condition for this assumption is that63

the speed of the spacecraft relative to the plasma is64

much larger than characteristic speed of the dynamic65

evolution of the plasma. This approximation has been66

widely used in studies of solar wind turbulence at 1AU67

(Matthaeus & Goldstein 1982, 1986; Bruno & Carbone68

2013; Verscharen et al. 2019). Inside 1AU, however, is-69

sues related to the Taylor hypothesis in the inner helio-70

sphere have been raised, first by studies of the Helios71

observations (Goldstein et al. 1986).72

The Parker Solar Probe (Fox et al. 2016) spacecraft73

was launched in 2018, aimed at the study of the outer74

corona. Its orbit brings the spacecraft in the inner he-75

liosphere, at very small distances from the Sun. In this76

region, the typical assumptions for the Taylor hypoth-77

esis are not expected to necessarily hold. This is due78

to the local plasma conditions in the inner heliosphere79

region, namely a stronger magnetic field, higher density,80

and eventually a sub-Alfvénic solar wind. Moreover, the81

orbital characteristics of Parker Solar Probe’s trajectory82

mean the spacecraft velocity is significant compared to83

the local plasma velocity.84

Here we examine the conditions necessary for the Tay-85

lor hypothesis to be applicable, focusing on the Alfvén86

velocity and the turbulent velocity fluctuations. We find87

that although the conditions are generally satisfied for88

most of the orbit, this is not the case for measurements89

made within ∼ 50 R⊙ from the Sun. At larger helio-90

centric distances, we observe transient periods where91

those conditions are violated due to the variability of92

the local plasma conditions, such as regions of lower den-93

sity or larger turbulent fluctuations. We also examine a94

modified version of the frozen-in hypothesis, considering95

solely transverse fluctuations propagating outward from96

the Sun as formulated by Klein et al. (2015). We found97

those alternative conditions to be satisfied at the smaller98

distances from the Sun, near the closest approach for99

the first two encounters, and large parts of encounters 4100

and 5, suggesting such an approach can viable in order101

to employ the Taylor hypothesis at small heliocentric102

distances.103

2. DATA SELECTION AND METHOD104

We use data from the first five orbits of Parker So-105

lar Probe. Encounter 3 is not analyzed due to the lack106

of SPC data. Here, we express heliocentric distances107

in units of solar radii R⊙. For each encounter we con-108

sider a window of approximately one month around each109

perihelion. These intervals begin at a heliocentric dis-110

tance of around 130 R⊙, up to the closest approach at111

35.6 R⊙ for encounters 1 and 2 and 27.9 R⊙ for encoun-112

ters 4 and 5. The magnetic field was measured by the113

fluxgate magnetometer of the FIELDS instrument suite114

(Bale et al. 2016). For the plasma density and veloc-115

ity we used the fits of the proton moments measured116

by the faraday cup of the SPC instrument (Case et al.117

2020), which is part of SWEAP (Kasper et al. 2016).118

An overview of the evolution of the plasma parameters119

during the first encounter is shown in Figure 1, where120

Panel A shows the magnetic field and Panels B and C121

show the proton density and velocity, respectively.122

For the present study, we are interested in mea-123

surements of the solar wind velocity as measured in124

the spacecraft frame. Therefore, we use the quantity125

~VSW (PSP ) = ~VSW − ~VSC , where ~VSW is the true solar126

wind velocity in an inertial reference frame, ~VSC is the127

velocity of the Parker Solar Probe spacecraft, and con-128

sequently ~VSW (PSP ) is the apparent velocity observed129

by the spacecraft in the spacecraft’s own co-moving ref-130

erence frame.131

The other quantity of interest is the magnitude of tur-132

bulent fluctuations of the velocity. We define that as133

δv/v =

√

〈(|~v− < ~v >Tc
|)2〉Tc

〈|~v|〉Tc

(1)

where 〈. . .〉Tc
denotes time-averaging over a timescale134

Tc, ~v0 = 〈~v〉Tc
is the average of ~v, over the same135

timescale Tc. The velocity used here is ~v = ~VSW (PSP ),136

the solar wind velocity as measured in the spacecraft137

reference frame.138
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Figure 1. Overview of magnetic field and plasma measurements during the first encounter. Panel A shows the magnetic field.
Panels B and C show the proton density and velocity in RTN coordinates. Panels D and E show respectively the ratio of the
Alfvén velocity VA to the apparent solar wind velocity m VSW (PSP ), and magnitude of the turbulent velocity fluctuations δv/v,
both calculated in the spacecraft frame. The solid black line is an 8-hour average, and the grey line a 2 minute average.

The size of the averaging interval Tc chosen corre-139

sponds to the correlation scale of the turbulence. The140

correlation time can be defined as the time when the141

autocorrelation function of the signal drops below 1/e142

(Isaacs et al. 2015; Krishna Jagarlamudi et al. 2019), or143

alternatively from the time-scale corresponding to low144

end of the inertial scale, when the spectrum breaks145

from f−1 to the steeper values observed in the iner-146

tial range (Matthaeus & Goldstein 1986). For the ob-147

servations presented here, both approaches lead to com-148

parable estimates as shown by Parashar et al. (2020);149

Chhiber et al. (2020); Bandyopadhyay et al. (2020);150

Chen et al. (2020). For the present study, we use a value151

of Tc = 1200 s, following the estimated values reported152

by these studies.153

Finally we also estimate the Elsässer variables154

(Elsasser 1950), ~z± = ~v′ ±~b′, were ~v′ = ~v − < ~v >TC
155

and ~b′ = ~b− <~b >TC
are the velocity and magnetic field156

respectively. Here, the ~v = ~VSW , and the velocity used157

is the solar wind velocity measured in the inertial refer-158

ence frame. From that we obtained Z± =
√

< z±2 >,159

and estimated the ratio Z+/Z−. As in the previous case,160

〈. . .〉Tc
denotes a time average over a time interval Tc.161

3. RESULTS162

We calculated a few different quantities to examine163

to what extent the Taylor hypothesis is applicable in164

the regions where the Parker Solar Probe travelled dur-165

ing its first two encounters. The results are compared166

with the predictions made by Usmanov et al. (2018) and167

Chhiber et al. (2019).168

Firstly, we examine the magnitide of the Alfvén ve-169

locity VA compared to the apparent velocity of the so-170

lar wind plasma as observed in the spacecraft reference171

frame VSW (PSP ). In order for the plasma to be consid-172

ered “frozen in”, we require that VA ≪ VSW (PSP ), and173

therefore the ratio VA/VSW (PSP ) to be much smaller174

than unity. A second condition examined here is related175

to the evolution of turbulent fluctuations, and can be176

expressed asδv/v ≪ 1 , where δv/v is the magnitude of177

the turbulent velocity fluctuations observed in the space-178

craft frame as defined in Equation 1. As noted in the179

previous section, we estimated δv/v over a time-scale180

corresponding to the correlation length, and therefore181

this calculation applies to the inertial range of the tur-182

bulent cascade.183
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Figure 2. Evolution of the ratio of the Alfvén velocity VA to
the apparent solar wind velocity m VSW (PSP ) as a function
of the distance from the Sun. Each panel shows encounters
1,2 4 and 5. The solid red line is an 8-hour average while
the colored shade is a histogram with the spread at each
heliocentric distance. The bottom panel shows the numerical
predictions by Chhiber et al. (2019).

The treatment presented here is focused on MHD184

scales. Therefore, we would not extend those results185

at the kinetic range, below the ion gyro-radius, where186

kinetic processes in the plasma become important. Near187

the perihelion, the kinetic range would correspond ∼ 20188

km, or ∼ 50 ms. Studies by Duan et al. (2020) and189

Bowen et al. (2020) examine Parker Solar Probe ob-190

servations of such kinetic scale fluctuations, and dis-191

cuss the application of the Taylor hypothesis at those192

scales. Modified versions of the Taylor hypothesis at193

kinetic scales are discussed in Klein et al. (2014) and194

Howes et al. (2014).195

For these conditions to be satisfied, we should expect196

these two quantities to have values much smaller than197

unity. In practice we take this to mean a value below198

0.1 for a strong condition and below 0.3 for a weak con-199
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Figure 3. Evolution of the ratio of the turbulent velocity
fluctuations δv/v as a function of the distance from the Sun.
Each panel shows encounters 1,2 4 and 5. The solid red line is
an 8-hour average while the colored shade is a histogram with
the spread at each heliocentric distance. The bottom panel
shows the numerical predictions by Chhiber et al. (2019).

dition. Above 0.3 we consider the validity of the Taylor200

hypothesis to be in question. These numbers follow the201

ones used in Usmanov et al. (2018) and Chhiber et al.202

(2019).203

The time-series of the ratios VA/VSW (PSP ) and δv/v204

during the first encounter are shown in Panels D and E205

of Figure 1, respectively. The data shown start when206

Parker Solar Probe is at around 120 R⊙. At closest207

approach on November 6th 2018, the spacecraft was at208

about 35 R⊙. As expected these two metrics have values209

around 0.1 and below when Parker Solar Probe is far210

from the Sun at the edges of the interval shown in Figure211

1. We can clearly observe the gradual rise to larger212

values as the spacecraft gets closer to the Sun, with a213

maximum at the perihelion followed by a drop off on the214

outbound leg of the orbit.215
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Figure 4. Comparison of the perpendicular spacecraft ve-
locity VSC⊥ (solid black line) and Elsässer variable z+ as a
function of radial distance from the Sun for each encounter.
The red line shows an 8-hour average of z+, while the col-
ored shade is a histogram with the spread at each heliocentric
distance.

The dependence of the ratio VA/VSW (PSP ) on the ra-216

dial distance from the Sun is shown in Figure 2, for each217

encounter. The contextual predictions from the numer-218

ical simulations presented in Chhiber et al. (2019) are219

shown in the bottom panel. Note, however, that model220

predictions were based on an untilted solar dipole as221

boundary condition, and did not employ solar magne-222

togram data corresponding to the time period of PSP’s223

solar encounters. In the data, while the ratio remains224

relatively small for most of the orbit, it rises above 0.3225

when the spacecraft is at distances lower than ∼ 50 R⊙.226

The values at the closest approach are much higher dur-227

ing the second encounter reaching almost 1 at perihelion.228

This may be attributed to varying plasma conditions,229

such as the lower plasma density compared to the first230

encounter. Similar values are attained in encounters 4231

and 5 although at smaller distances, following a similar232

trend to encounter 1.233

The magnitude of the turbulent fluctuations δv/v cal-234

culated in the spacecraft frame as described in Eq. 1, is235
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Figure 5. Comparison of the perpendicular spacecraft ve-
locity VSC⊥ (solid black line) and Elsässer variable z− as a
function of radial distance from the Sun for each encounter.
The red line shows an 8-hour average of z−, while the col-
ored shade is a histogram with the spread at each heliocentric
distance.

shown as a function of the radial distance in Figure 3.236

We note that while the ratio becomes larger at ∼ 50 R⊙,237

it remains relatively small throughout both encounters,238

staying below 0.3 even at the closest approaches during239

encounters 4 and 5. Contrary to the trend observed240

in the Alfvén velocity, the turbulent fluctuations are241

smaller than the estimate of the numerical predictions.242

Finally, one must note that there are intervals of signif-243

icantly strong turbulent fluctuations, leading to much244

higher ratios.245

Modified versions of the Taylor hypothesis for use in246

Parker Solar Probe observations close to the sun have247

been proposed (Matthaeus 1997). Here, we examine the248

one formulated by Klein et al. (2015), who note that,249

since the Elsasser mode z± is convected by the oppo-250

sitely signed mode z∓, the relevant speed of turbulent251

evolution for, say, z+, is determined by z−. The frozen-252

in approximation may then be valid for the dominant253

outward-propagating modes near perihelion if a number254

of conditions are satisfied. Here we examine in detail255
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whether two of those conditions are satisfied. The first256

condition is that the velocity of the spacecraft perpen-257

dicular to the radial direction is larger than the Elsässer258

variable corresponding to inward propagating fluctua-259

tions z− ≪ VSC⊥. Note that this condition relies on260

the fact that the spacecraft velocity will have a small261

radial component at perihelion. The second condition is262

that the outward propagating fluctuations dominate and263

hence z− ≪ z+. It should be noted that this analysis264

applies to inertial range fluctuatons.265

Figures 4 and 5 show the radial evolution of the two266

modes Elsässer z+ and z− compared to VSC⊥ for each267

encounter. Throughout the entire encounter, for both268

orbits, z− remains on average much smaller than VSC⊥.269

The ratio of z+/z− as a function of the heliocentric dis-270

tance during each encounter is shown in Figure 6.271

We observe that during encounters 1 and 2, z+/z− is272

larger than unity, while z− << VSC⊥, thus satisfying273

the required conditions. The same is true for parts of274

encounter 4 and 5. Both conditions appear to hold in275

this case, especially so when Parker Solar Probe is near276

its closest approach to the Sun, suggesting we can apply277

the Taylor hypothesis to study the spatial structure of278

z+.279

One exception is during part of encounter 1 when z−280

becomes very large, with values significantly larger than281

VSC⊥, a change associated with a crossing of the he-282

liospheric current sheet around November 14th 2018.283

During this period z+/z− < 1 and z+ < VSC⊥, which284

means the condition posited by Klein et al. (2014) may285

still hold although for the opposite mode. A similar situ-286

ation occurs during parts of encounters 4 and 5 with he-287

liospheric current sheet crossings occurring around Jan-288

uary 31st 2020 and June 8th 2020. However, z+/z− ∼ 1289

during this part, thus not satisfying this condition.290

One final aspect to consider is the impact of the space-291

craft’s radial velocity on the apparent velocity of the so-292

lar wind, and its change during the orbit. On Figure293

7, the ratio VA/VSW (PSP ) is shown during the inbound294

and outbound legs. Comparing the two, we observe that295

this ratio has generally larger values during the inbound296

part of the orbit compared to the outbound part.297

As expected, when the spacecraft is moving towards298

the Sun, on the inbound leg of the orbit, the apparent299

headwind will appear stronger. Accordingly, the oppo-300

site effect is observed on the outbound leg with the tail-301

wind appearing weaker as the spacecraft moves away302

from the Sun. This effect becomes less significant, how-303

ever, near perihelion, when the radial velocity of the304

spacecraft slows down to zero.305

4. CONCLUSIONS306
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We present an evaluation of the validity of the Taylor307

hypothesis in the inner heliosphere using Parker Solar308

Probe observations during encounters 1,2,4 and 5.309

We can conclude that the Taylor hypothesis appears310

to be valid for observations made at radial distances311

larger than ∼ 50 R⊙ from the Sun. This gets much312

less certain as the spacecraft moves closer to the sun,313

although alternative formulations of the frozen-in con-314

dition may still hold.315

Specifically, the values of the ratio of the Alfvén ve-316

locity to the apparent solar wind velocity VA/VSW (PSP )317

and the turbulent velocity fluctuations δv/v, calcu-318

lated in the co-moving spacecraft frame, remain rela-319

tively small for most of the orbit. However, when the320

spacecraft is at distances lower than ∼ 50 R⊙, val-321

ues above 0.3 are consistently observed, especially for322

VA/VSW (PSP ). Lower values are observed on the in-323

bound leg of each orbit compared to the outbound leg,324

as expected given the effect of the spacecraft’s radial325

velocity.326
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Figure 7. Comparison of inbound and outbould part of the
first encounter. The top panel shows the ratio of the Alfvén
velocity VA to the apparent solar wind velocity m VSW (PSP ).
The middle panel shows the magnitude of turbulent velocity
fluctuations δv/v. For each orbit the inbound leg is shown in
blue and the outbound in red, with an 1-day average shown
with a bold solid line and an 1-hour average in light shaded
solid line. The bottom panel shows the radial velocity of the
spacecraft.

The observed values for δv/v are generally not far327

from the predictions of the numerical simulations car-328

ried out by Usmanov et al. (2018) and Chhiber et al.329

(2019). The Alfvén velocity ratio VA/VSW (PSP ) ob-330

served is higher than the model. The opposite is true for331

the turbulent fluctuations, although the discrepancy is332

less pronounced. Note, however, that the above model333

predictions are based on tilted solar dipoles as bound-334

ary conditions, and do not employ solar magnetogram335

data corresponding to the time period of PSP’s solar en-336

counters. A study comparing such magnetogram-based337

simulations with PSP data is currently underway.338

One important feature that we observe is that local339

plasma conditions can vary to such an extent that the340

Taylor hypothesis can break down, even at larger he-341

liocentric distances. This may be caused by transient342

periods of low density, leading to a much larger Alfvén343

velocity, compared to the apparent solar wind speed, or344

regions where strong turbulence leads to much larger345

fluctuations of the velocity.346

An alternative to the Taylor hypothesis based on347

Klein et al. (2015) was examined, which may hold348

for dominant outward-propagating Elsässer fluctuations349

near perihelion. The conditions for this, namely that350

z− ≪ VPSP⊥ and z− ≪ z+, were found to be satisfied351

near perihelion for both orbits. Therefore, this modi-352

fied version of the Taylor hypothesis may be employed353

for the dominant outward Elsässer mode, to the extent354

that their assumptions are taken into consideration.355

It should be noted that this formulation relies on356

a nearly-radial magnetic field, which would exclude357

switchback structures where the magnetic field deviates358

from the radial direction, and future work will determine359

how these conditions vary in these regions. A recent dis-360

cussion on Elsässer modes and cross-helicity evolution361

in switchbacks observed by Parker Solar Probe can be362

found in (McManus et al. 2020). Other alternative for-363

mulations could also be considered (Bourouaine & Perez364

2019, 2020; Perez & Bourouaine 2020) and applied in365

such switchback regions Bourouaine et al. (2020).366

In conclusion, the conditions for the application of the367

Taylor hypothesis appear to be satisfied for most of the368

observations in the inner heliosphere. However, the va-369

lidity was less certain in regions with heliocentric dis-370

tances less than ∼ 50 R⊙. Alternative formulations of371

the frozen-in hypothesis can be employed, with some372

success, when a spacecraft is that close to the Sun. As373

Parker Solar Probe approaches closer to the Sun, studies374

relying on the Taylor hypothesis would have to carefully375

motivate its validity.376
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